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Chapter 2209 The Master Stood Out 
The next day, even Nicole realized the seriousness of 
the matter. 
When she was having dinner with several high-level 
executives, someone secretly asked if this matter was 
true. 
Nicole looked at the news on the internet and felt a 
lump in her chest. 
According to Kai’s personality, he should have resolved 
it immediately. 
The lack of a timely solution only showed that he was 
worried about certain things. 
Moreover, although the woman in each photo wore a 
mask and a hat and was tightly wrapped up, Nicole 
could recognize that it 
was Julie at a glance! After some thought, Nicole made 
a phone call. 
Julie picked up the call иσ.νєℓєвσσк.¢σм calmly. 
“Nicole?” Nicole paused. 
“Jules, are you still on the set?” Julie replied, “Yeah, 
I’m here.” “Do you know what’s happening online?” 
“Yeah. 



Don’t worry, I know how to deal with this.” Nicole 
paused. 
“Okay. I don’t think Kai is doing anything about it, so I 
think he’s just leaving it be. 
If you don’t feel comfortable at the set, just come back 
and hide out for a while.” “It’s okay. 
I’m wrapping up my work here and can’t get away now. 
Let’s talk after I finish handling the things on set.” 
Nicole responded. 
“Okay, take care.” Julie said a few words, and her voice 
sounded normal, so Nicole was relieved. 
As her friend, Nicole could not force Julie to come 
forward to clarify and testify for Kai. 
As her relative, Nicole could not treat Julie as an 
outsider. 
Therefore, they could only let Kai take the hit. 
It was just that when she looked at the news online, she 
would explode with anger. 
[So, is everyone tolerant of rich yet unkind people? 
Shouldn’t we boycott this kind of people?!) [Kai is so 
rich. 
Why didn’t he donate to the disaster zone? Other 
celebrities have donated a few hundred thousand 
dollars! Did he use all his 
money on women?] [This is about morality. 
I hope Kai can come out and explain this clearly. 



I’m so disappointed in him!) (He goes around several 
sets in rotation at the same time? I heard that the 
people on set are so 
familiar with him now. 
Kai, how could you do such a thing?!) [Everyone, don’t 
morally kidnap him. 
The matter hasn’t been clarified yet, so y’all don’t need 
to be so aggressive! ] (Wasn’t Kai dating a producer? 
But now, I can’t find 
anything about them online! I’m so surprised!) [Wow! 
It turns out that Kai likes women! ] Nicole looked at 
the gossip for a while 
before Logan knocked on the door and came in. 
“President, Roland called and said that you need to 
attend a meeting at Mr. Sloan’s office in 20 minutes. 
I’ve rearranged your schedule.” Nicole nodded. 
She held something in her hand, stood up, and walked 
out. 
“You can ask my Dominic Young from Falcon 
Entertainment how he plans to deal with my third 
brother’s scandal. 
Leaving it be is not an option...” Although she knew 
that Kai and Julie were not like that, no one liked being 
slandered. 
She could help in any way. 
Logan responded and accompanied her downstairs. 



When he lowered his head and scrolled through the 
webpage, he suddenly saw the latest news that just 
popped up. 
He was shocked for a moment. 
“Is this really Kai?” Nicole froze for a moment when 
she looked at the phone that Logan handed over. 
The phone showed the latest news, which was a picture 
of Kai being a volunteer in the disaster area. 
Kai was helping to carry a stretcher and looked very 
humble. 
He looked completely different in the photo compared 
to his perfect image on the screen. 
Kai did not care about his appearance and cleanliness at 
all. 
He was as unkempt as everyone else there. 
His body was covered with mud, and his head was 
covered with plaster. 
Kai did not tell anyone about his experience because it 
was a bad memory for his family. 
Therefore, he did not clarify this matter. 
However, once the photo was exposed, it instantly 
triggered an uproar. 
Moreover, relevant organizations also posted photos 
and gratitude letters for Stanton Corporation’s 
donations and supplies. 
Stanton Corporation was one of the first companies to 
donate to the areas affected by the earthquake. 



This photo was released by Stanton Corporation. 
They also tagged Kai without any other text and 
attached a gratitude letter from the relevant 
organizations. 
This was enough to stop those who wanted to make 
trouble. 
[Kai is a Stanton, so isn’t Stanton Corporation’s 
donation the same as his donation? Do you guys have 
to be so calculative?) 
[Now there’s no need for his agency to come forward. 
Of course, Stanton Corporation must protect their third 
young master! ] [Is this really Kai?] [Kai is so low-key 
and down-to-earth! 
We’re right about him. 
If he hadn’t been slandered by y’all, we might never 
find out that he volunteered at the earthquake zone in 
the first place! ] [All of 
you can criticize him, but why didn’t y’all become 
volunteers? ] [I can testify to this. 
My mother was there иσ.νєℓєвσσк.¢σм at the time, 
and Kai carried my father out of the rubble. 
He’s handsome and tall in real life, and he’s very 
friendly! Everyone was too sad at the time that no one 
took pictures of him.] [I 
wanted to stand up and say that he did more than that. 
He was the first celebrity to rush to the disaster area. 



How could y'all smear his name and discuss his private 
life?] Nicole saw that the comments below took a turn. 
The netizens were no longer so aggressive, and the 
situation was not as tense anymore. 
However, many still had doubts about the two women. 
Those people thought Kai was going to use his work at 
the earthquake to cover up his vile behavior. 
It was frustrating. 
[Since this is cleared up, why didn't Kai say a few 
words about what happened with the crew?] Logan 
muttered, “I haven’t heard 
of this. 
Our company’s official website posted it. 
Could this be from the Chairman?” He looked at 
Nicole with doubt. 
Nicole shrugged and said, “I know just as much as you 
do.” When she got into the car, she turned on her 
phone and saw that 
there were countless messages on the family group chat. 
Kai sent a lot of GIFs. 
[Sob sob sob... 
Thanks, Dad! Thanks, Big Brother!) [Thank you so 
much!!!] He kept tagging Floyd and Grant. 
Nicole smiled. 
It really was them. 
Her father and eldest brother still loved Kai. 



However, in the next second, Nicole saw that the group 
chat was deleted. 
The admin of the group chat was Floyd. 
Soon, a new group chat was created without Kai in it. 
Kai was speechless as he thought, ‘How could you do 
this to me?! Nicole hooked her lips. 
“It’s almost settled.” She did not have to worry about it. 
Logan looked back at her. 
“Treally didn’t expect that the Chairman would do 
something.” Nicole had already told him about what 
happened. 
She raised her eyebrows. 
“Although my father scolds Kai the most, Kai is the 
most filial to him, and my father is very protective of 
his children. 
He won't let others bully Kai.” Logan smiled. 
“Fortunately, someone took a photo at that time. 
Otherwise, it'll be hard to explain things...” 

   
 


